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CM Abstract

LAJ
VI thtee experiments subjects (college and high school students) read passages

.

which described psychological principles and answered either adjunct application

.4,,122,11m

or factual questions while reading. Questions were presented either before,

after, or both before and after the parts,of the passage that answered the

queitions. Subsequently subjects took a poaxtest containing new factual and

appliation items. The importdnt result was that subjects given, pre

questions (Exp. 1.7 or factual Fire- or ,post- questions (Exp. 1) d4.d better than
4,1

subjects given adjunct appli4tion questions. This result cof9fliC'ted with

prvious findings and theorizing and raised questions about.bounddry conditions

within which previous generalizations apply.
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Research on the effect of qdeations on learninvfrom pr se has yielded
4

,

two genralizations that seem,:to Al; Widely accepted.'; The first is ,that it
.f "- ,i. ,e , . 4

is better to place questions 1 ter relevant text'thafi before it. Placing
,

,questlais prior to relevant t:ii5Vlowers recall of ipiformation'of material
. .

not, directly related to the. iiuestions.'41Placinegnestions after the rele-

Adloct Applidition QuOtions'Fac1140te Later.ApPlication,:Ortio They?

e , y

vent text enhances recall not directly related to tJe ques ions. While

this generalization has be questioned (CarVer, 1972; Ladas, 1973); a, recent

, .

review of this literature shows that the data froimbst.studiei supportithe

generalization (Anderson and Biddle, lnS).

The second generalization is that. 'asking stUdents to 4pply'pre§ented

Oncepts anirprinciples while reading enhances their 'ability tdlater apply

those concepts and principles in new situations. (Watts and Anderson, 1971;

Felker and Dapra, 1975). Students asked applicati4`qUesftops daing 14arn-

ing do better on new application questions than studentSlisked'factual

tions during learning. The enhancement is limited td that particular cencepti

and principled about which studats were questioned Noore,.;1975):
.4 ., .

The stLndard interpretation 9f both the question position ancOqu4-iion'

level effect is that these variples pro4gce their effects by inflU6ncing

the manner which subjects read and think about the text; It is believed

Al,,that ques ionsposition directly influehces the aspects of the material to

which subjects attend. 'When the questions cbsetefore the passage, subject

selectively attend tilbnly that information ,in the teriwhich answers the

questions, when questions come after the text, the subjects carefully read

all the text because they cannot be we which'items of inf rmation will be

required. The question level effect occurs because the question influences

the kind of semantic processing in which subjects engage. With an applich-,,

tion question the subject is led to process those. aspects of the presented
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information that permit, later ipplication.of the infOrmation and thereby

forms a'- representation of the information in memory that faCilitates later

application.
I

Given the manner in which position and level are assumed t6 influence

subjects' processing, itseems reasonable to suppose that the two variables

would interact. When subjects are given a low level questionNprior to

rea' ng a segment of text t is possitile for them to limit their attention

to relevant portions of-t at segment. However if sugjects are giVeita"

higher level questiontprior to reading ata*t,,it would not be possible for

them to limit their attention to selected portions of the text since. answer-

ing the'higher level question entails comprehending the passage. If the

queition is an application question for example, there is no specific item

of information to which attention may be limited, the Subject must'read and
.

und*stand the whole passage. Thus higher level questions presented prior

to the passage should nett be deteriMental to but should facilitate,rearning

from the passage.

This interpretation is supported by a silky 0 Rickards (1976) in which,

students were given either higher-revel or low-level, questions befory)i

after reading segments of a passage and wereeas d. to recall the passage.
,

Higher order questions presented priosto4he passage enhanced recall ofi the
1r

passage
0

d :
itt °

passage. However, the Rickards study us higher order'questioni thaik.de-
,

,manded relatively simple-i ferences fro tlIMstugients an also used a measure

dr
o a

of learning that involire irote recall of the passage. !, Thus it yielded little.

' .'information about how question lever and portiOni might, influence th Acquisi-
)

-.
ii)

. ,

tion of higher-order liprning from a passage. .

Felker itifd btpi=a (1975) compared comprehensioncr F tualquesti ns pre- 4

Of"
,

, f:

tN,, seited before or after relevant'passages. Comprehension post question , but
--zi..-L

).

notcom6rehensiori pre-qiwitions, facilitated later problem-solving involving)

the presented concepts and principles. ,This finding is. somewhat counter---
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intuitive; 'the colzprphension pie-questions should give the subject a set

to 9ndersiandft) .material just as strongly as does, the comprehension Pdst-

'question. The Present, experiment wai designed to further examine the.
J "

effects of question position and question level learning to apply pre=.

s,'ented concepts, and principi
40

Method

.

Subjetts The sUbjects'were 120 undergradpstes taking psychology courses

at Iowa State Uniirttsity, Both male and female studentswere included in

the sample but records of gender were noi.ke t. .SUbjects received extra

course credit for their,participation 1
.

Design: _The eign can be conSidered-S2 X 3 between -subject lactorial..
' -0

Either name ueitionS or applicati,tquestionsweie4nserted in a-prose

.

passage. ',Type of: question represented the.fiNt factor in the design.

questions were placed eitheti before, after, or both before and,after.
.--- _

I ,

,' \ . , _

paged whose content provided answers to fiche que4ions. POsitioft- of cm. tion

.
.

,

prdvided the second factor in the4iesign. After reading the. passage su edts
---,,

took an'80 item poittest on the
4,,

content-of the passage. ,There were even
,

. -.

different,types of questions represented on this posttest, lub)ects
" 4 ,y
completed the Wide Range Vocabulary Test (French,, Ekstrom, and.Pri e, 1963).

\'`i The data for each of the seven types of posttest questions were an lyzed

1

[

using a 2 3 analysis of co-variance with vocabulary test score the

.;

co-varying measure.

41

Materials: The materials for this study consisted of a ten page passa

which defined and gave examplei of 10 psychologiCal concepts or principles,

a set of adjUnct questions which were inserted in the passage, and a posttest

on the content of the passage. oEach page,in the pissageidtscribed a different e

psychological concept. Each page was wrien in the same format: the first
),

z

°5-
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paragraph on the.page Presented an example of the concept, th second,

paragraph 1-Ve a verbal definition of the concept, presente the name of(a;
\r,

psychologist associated with the concept, and fave.someincid ntal infor=

mation about the conceitt. The third'paragraph gave a second ex le of

the concept.

-

:Seven suatiple7choice questions were written for each text page.. Tit

Name question asked the student to select the'name of the psychologiTt

associated with the.concept from a list of five alternativete")The distrac-

tors were the names of other psychologists used in the passage. Distractor

names were randOmly chosen with the restriction that each be used equally

often over the set of 10 Nine questiOns. -Three Application questions were

°written for each page. Two of these Application questions asked students I,

1to select ,an example of the concept from a set of four alterhati es. The
e

examples used as correct alternatives were different from the examples-
*

.

presented on the page. The distractors9for these application4 questions

were made up to ,sound plausibly related to the concept or Kinciple. The

distractor containd the elements used in the concept but arrarledithese

elements differently. Sometimes only some of the necepar el ft were

Imed'in writing a dfitractor. Since the itep stem presented e ilium! Of the

concept and, the al rnataves possible examples of Ilet conce 'these two

Application, Questions were called Application-Term Ao-Example quest

The third applittion question presented the studentswithan example of thee

,concept'ot principle and asked.students to seleit t11e name of theconcept or

principle from a set of four alternatives. The distractoii'Used meriqNlihie*

napes of ,the other concepts and principles-presented in the'kelp:

Y.

ere randomly selected with the restriction that they be used equally often as

11COOssible over the set of 10 queitions. This type of qUestion. was -labeled an

\qppkication-Example-tp-Term question'. ,A,Factual 'question asked ihe student to
'4,

..t



re\ognize icul r fact presented in the, These qUiStiOTIS

we made up by t kin a sentence or phre5e in the passage ,which Di'esented

about the concept gild Making a multiple-choice

6

incidattal information

.question out of the sen once or phrase, pose,. questionsi Were pretty`
4 4,

'd,ersoo' (1972) . Distr
a

mL,z:.tOrs,everbatim in the sense de dribed' by An

. r.T written which sounded pla sible. A Re, tot Example question alc'
.

*,.t as andents to recognize one of he two exaftple 'resented in h
r. )

i.example of presented'cogpep. The forniaro Repeated E le .queSt ions

was the same as, Appii,ettion-Term-to-lkamprf tiio and .)A44.stTactors

prepalhed inthe' Same,' way,:.; ,A efinitian que i

;c4rir :.

83..Kacr 'stu4intS to recog-
. l

I.%

nize "the correct'idefinition of the, cot 0 i't s p t A in the text.

All Definition .questions were four cho4e 0,11 ti- eh-Oct! que tions; dis-P

tractors'.again, were written tb bund pl'itrusiVW;*) Wthe

.

were

Stem and
1 4 .

'corr. *act' alto Live substantially \empi et w-----',
elle languige. used', I- --'

\ - or
4 (Anderson,

in. the passage,

sd the questions were verbatim level.,qugure-
'c . \'$A tY Watts an d And'materials Were sased materials developfd erson (1971).

. tl? Nona auestionsFive of the descriptions. of .Concepts,\ their .,.. -4 their Repeated
Oa °

' ApPliCatina,Example questions, and_some of their "c"t:
Odor the remaining

--.-Term-to-Example

questions had been Killen by Watts ance descriptions
2 .,..

and questions were written specificall or this studv- ----- .The new materials

ottS an4 Andersen-..- .. 8conformed to the format and style used py

The Name question and one of the Arvioation-Term-to-P-zSample qUestions

t,

11-were chosen to'.be used as adjunct questi inserted in t e. passages. The

particular Application-Termto-Examp,le oieofic'n's useCI a all adjunct questions

were determined ra mly. 'The materials we' prepared in dittoed booklets.

c)The text pages bf the bbolclet k/ ere t eed y le spaced in Vite type, each

text page described one concept and tooic allot one fu

d N

single-spaced ?age

k'(250-300 words) The ApplicatioOterm_fA).00ePle an questions used 'as

adjunct queitions were repr on separateone sheets The

7



materials were assembled 'into booklets appropriate for the various condi-

tions of the experiment.
ti

A cover page on the booklet provided general directions for the experi-

ment and specific directions'for each condition. The.general directions

told students to read the material; that th9purpose of the study was to

investigate how people learned f'roni written materials; to read the text for

a subsequent test; and to answer the inserted questions they encountered

as they read.

In the Questions Before conditions, the booklets consisted oialter-
so

nating question and text pages. The appropriate application or name ques-

tion inserted in the booklet before the text page. The cover page

instruct ed students to answer the inserted question without turning ahead

to the text even if the students had to guess. In the Questions After

conditions, the booklets consisted of alternating text and questions pages.
)

The cover page indicated that students were to read the text page( then

turn to the question and answer it without turning back to the text page.

Again stu nts were told to answer the adjunct questions even if they had

to guess. In the Questions Before and ter conditions the booklets con-
. f-

sisted of 10 sets of question-text-ques ion pages. The appropriate adjunct

question was presented before the related text page and repeated after the

text page. Instructions on the cover page told students to read the before

question but not answer it, to read the text without turning back to the

before question or ahead to the after question, and to answer the after

question without turning back to the text page. The order of concepts within

the booklet was randomized but was the same in all conditiont.

A seventy-item posttest consisting of the seven items made up for each

of the 10 concepts was prepared. The order of items on the posttest was

randomized. The Name andb6lication-Term-to-Example questions used as

A
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adjunct questions were repeated in this posttest. Students answered this

posttest oniptchine-scorable answer sheets.

Procedure: The subjects were ru* in large groups ima college classroom.

As each subject entered the experimental room he was handed a booklet,for

one of the experimental conditions.'
The booklets contained the Wide Range

Vocabulary.Test, the instructional passage and adjunct questions. The

booklets were taken serially from a stack kg which booklets for the various

conditions had been unsystematically arranged. In this way students were

randomly assigned to conditions. Subjects were given 10 minutes to complete

the Wide Range Yocabuliary Test. At the end of 10 minutes, subjects were

told to read the directions on the cover of their booklet and begin working

on the passage and adjunct questions. .Subjects read through the booklet

and answered questions at their own pace. Proctors in the room en ed

that students did not turn ahead or Vick to text pages while an Bring the

adjunct questions. When a subject completed the booklet, he r ised his *

hand Apd a proctor brought him the 70 item posttest, and remove the passage

booklet. When the subject completed this posttest. he again raised his

hand. A proctor came, collected'the booklet, thanked the subject and dis-

missed him.

Results

The data were analyzed separately for each of the seven4ypes of post-

test scores described above. The analysis and results for each.:of the post-

test types is discussed separately. Table 1 presents the means fqr each

condition for each type of score. A
Name Question,: The analysis of covariance revealed a significant effect

of type otquestions, F (1,113) = 9.62, p<.003; students who recdflred Name

Questions as adjunct question didbetter on those same Name Questions when

they werelrepeated on the posttest (Name Adjunct Questions = 4.35, Application,
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Adjunct QuestAs = 3.36). There was also a tendency for subjects.who

received questions after the relevant text pages to recall names better

than subjects who received questions either before or both before and after

the text pages, F (2,113) = 2.67, p4;.072; After = 4.32, Before = 3.80,

Before and After 03.40.

Repeated Application-Term-to-Example Questions: Neither Type of

Question nor Position of Question produced significant variation in the

A
data (both Fs less than one). Table 1 p \esents the individual cell means.

New Application-Term-to-Example Questions: Only,the interaction of

Type of Question and Position of Question proved significant, F (2,113) =

4.31, p.015, Table 2 presents the"cell means. Basically this interaction

occurred because the effect of Type of Question changed as a function of

Position of Question. When questions came after the relevant pages,'Applica-

tion Questions led to superior performance, when questions came before the

relevant pages Name Questions led to superior performance. When questions

came both before and after the text page, Name and Application' questions

led to equivalent. performance. However, when tested by simple main effects

tests the difference was significant only for the Before Question condition,

F (1,39) = 9.4249, 2.<AI.

Application-Example-to-Term Questions: Neither Position nor Type of

Question produced reliable variation in the data. Table 2 presents the=

means. In all groups performance on these questions tended to be relatively

high.

Factual and Definition Questions: For neither of these variables were

Position and Type of Question significantly-rel ted to performance. Table 1

presents the mean cell values.

10
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Discussion

The results of the present study were quite surpris4ng. The hypothesis

that higher orderquestions would facilitate performance on a later applica-

tion test regardless of queStionlosition was not supported. Instead the

ceffect of Type of Adjunct'Question was moderated by position of thequestion

When the questions came after the relevant text application questiOns tended

to facilitate performance.on a later test of new applications. Thus perform-

ance on the new Application-Term-to-Example questions was good in both the

After and Before,and-After Application Question Groups. This result weakly r,

replicates the finding, by Watti and Anderson (1971). Performance in the

before.conditions is What is puzzling. When questions came before the rele-

vant text, name questions led to superior performance. Thus performance was'

high in the Before and Before and After Name question,groups. This latter

result conflicts with the result5 of Felker and Daprg (1975). In their

study both before factual and before comprehension questions failed.to

facilitate performance.

One possible explanation of the present results may be based on inter-

ference notions. Students in the before application condition read a com-

plex question containing four alternatives written to sound related to the

concept or principlet Without having knowledge of the presented concept or

principle, they would have so means of differeAtiating the real example of

/
the concept om the distractors.. These subjects would hive to read and

. I
remember the our possible examples in order to relate them to the subsequently

presented text. Interference between the wroneexamplos presented in the

diStractors and the information presented on'the text page could account for

the poor performance of the Before Application question group on the posttest.

The problem with this argument is that it'does not explain tflh superior

, performance of the Before Name question conditions. While it is true that

subjects in these latter conditions would not have had'a confusing set of



examples to deal with and thus would not suffer interference, it is not

clear why subjects given Name Questions before the text would do bettok

thin subjects given Name questions after the text. The differential

.formance of the groups given name questions before or after the text that

is-the most puzzling result of the present study. A theoretical model

that would handle this finding is not readily apparent.

A second puzzling finding is that students given application qu9stions

while reading do not do any better on those questions when they were repeated
Ak .on the posttest. This finding conflicts with Waits and Anderson (1971) and

also'to other studies which show that students do well on repeated questions

(Anderson and Biddle, 1975).
--estions

The nature of the procedures used in the present study may be related

to the differences in the present findings. Subjects read"10 paasages and

then took a long pogttest. The average time to Complete the experiment
was

approximately 1.5 hours and some students took up to tw4 hours,. It was
!a '

clear that many students were bored and answering qUestions perfunctorily

at the end of the interval. While it is not' clear what effect this low

motivation would have, it is possible that the differences in results between

studies may be due to differences in motivation between the groups. Accord-

ingly Experiments 2 and 3 were done in an attempt to eliminate problems
with

the length of the materials.

Experiment 2

With some minor changes in procedure, 4xperiment 2 was a replicat ion of

Experiment 1. Two variables /ere again manipUlated, Type of'Adjunct Question

and Position of Adjunct Question. The basic purpose of Experikent,2 was to

determine if the resultsiof Experiment 1 would replicate in a study that used

shorter passages than Experiment 1.

Method

Subjects: The subjectswere 155 male and female students taking undergraduate

psychology courses at Iowa State University. The students received course

12
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credit for their participation'w

Materials: The booklets used in Experiment 1 were divided into two parts.
..9

One part contained the first five text.pages and associated questions and the.

Second part contalned remaining text pages and questionS% ,Cover sheets
AM .

sppropriate'for the condition were added to the second- part booklets. Thus

the materials used in Experiment 2 were identical o.thoseused in Experiment

/ except that subjects read about only S concepts instead of 10, The booklets

containing the first 5 text pages and questions were labeled Form 1; the book-

lets containing the second 5 text pages)and questions were labeled Form 2.

Separate posttests, containing the seven types of questions used in

°Experiment 1 but limiting those questions to those concepts discussed in a

particular form, were prepared. The Form 1 posttest contained the questions

appropriate for the Form 1 booklet;,the Form 2 posttest was appropriate for

the Form 2 booklet., The questions used in Experiment 2 were identiCal to the

questions used in Experiment 1. The order of posttest questions within forms

in EXperiment 2 was randomly determined.

In addition to the 35 multiple choice questions, the posttest contained

10 short answer questions. These short answer questions contained 5 applica-

tion questions in which students were given an example of a concept or principle

and asked to apply the concept name, and 5 repeated example questions in which

students were given an examPle of a concept that had been used in the text and

were asked to write the concept name. The examples used in the short answer

repeated example questions.' were different from those used in thimultiple

choice repeated example queStions.

Design: The design is essentially similar to Experiment 1. There were 2 sub-

stantive factors, Type of Adjunct Question (Name or Application) and Position

\.
ot Adjunct Question (Before, After, or Both Before and After the relevant text

page). In addition since he booklet and posttest forms were not equated for

----kdifficulty Test Form was includ as a blocking factor to eliminate variance

13
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associated with form. The design can be represented as a 2(Form) x 3

(Position) x 2(QuestionType) factorial with all factors between subjects.

Procedure: The procedure for Experiment 2 was-essentially like Experiment 1.

As subjects proceded through their booklets they recorded the elapsed time

/by writing a number written on the front board of the room on a time record

sheet as they completed each booklet page. One of the proctors incremented

the number every 10 seconds.

Results and Discussion

"' "°s in Experiment 1 separate analyses of variance were conducted for

each of the seven types of posttest questions and for the short answer ques-

'tions. The results can be summarized quickly; across all seven analyses, the

only sources of variance proving signifiCant were the main effect of form (in

6 analyses) and two interactions involving form.jr. None of these interactions

were interesting. Table 2 presents the means. These results suggest that ,

neither Type of Adjunct'Question or Position of Adjunct Question strongly

Influence the nature of learning from prose material which purport to teach

psychological concepts and principles.

Experiment 3

Experiment 3 was also a replication of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2,,

The major differences were that high school studeniis were used as subjects

and that the materials were reduced to 3 concepts'per passage.

Method

Subjects: The subjects were 87 male and female students attending Ames High

School in Ames, Iowa The students varied from sophomores to seniors and

included both high and average ability students. The subjects participated

during their normal class periods.

Materials: -Since the study had to,be completed in the normal SO minutes

class period at Ames High, the material were shortened to 3 concepts per

booklet. .This was done by removing the last two =wept text pages and

associated questions from:the Form 1 and 2 booklets used in Experiment 2.

14
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Since subjects received only 3 concepts4t didnot seem appropriate

to include all seven types of items on the ffibsttest. Doing so would have

led to there being only three questions for each item type and we felt

that such a three item test would be so unreliable as to produce results

that would be difficult'to interpret,'Since it is performance on New

Application Questions that is of greatest educational interest, we prepared

a posttest that contained 9 new Application Termto Example questions (3

for each presented concept) and also included the 3 Factual and 3 Defini-

tion questions used in Experiments 1 and 2. In addition the'relevant short

answer questions used in Experiment 2 were included. We used the latter

questions simply to get Some data on simple factual learning of the passages.

Design: The design of Experiment 3 was identical to that of Experiment 2.

Procedure: The subjects were run in their normal classrooms. When subjects

entered the room, the classroom teacher explained the purpose of the visit

and introduced the experiment. The experimenter, then described the study

in general terms, then with the help of proctors passed out the experimental

booklets. Booklets were distributed in an unsystematic order. From this

point forward the procedure wa identical to Experiment 2.

'Results

There were 5 dependent measures analyzed: ,Short Answer Application

Questions, Short Answer Repeated Example Questions, Multiple Choice Applica-

tion Term-To-Example Questions, Multiple Choice Factual Questions, Multiple
4

Choice Definition Questions. Separate 2 (Form) X 3 (Position) X'2 (Question

Type) ANOVAs were performed for each measure. Table 3 presents the results

for each measure. The analyses are discussed separately for each dependent

measure below.

rerApplicatiShortsbAnlestionst The only significant source of

variance was Question Position, P(2,60) .= 3.823,4.4.05, Questions After

m 2.21, Question Before = 1.97, Questions Before and After = 1.59..

15
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Short AnswerAnswer Repeated Example Questions: None of the sources of

variance proved significant.
4.1*

Application-Term-to-Example Questions: Only question Type signifi
/P

cantly influenced the data; subjects who received name questidis performed

reliably betterqhan subjects who received application questions F (2.,75)

5.004, p4c.05; Name Questions . Application Questions

Factual Questions: No sources of variance proved significant.

Definition Questions: No'sources of variance proved significant.

General Discussion Experi -3

IIIIVThe results of Experiments 1-3 are consis t neither With' previous

results nor among themselves. Previous results had suggested that giving

students higher level questions while reading increases the students ability

to use the information in the passages they are reading. For example Watts

and'Anderson (1971) had found that,students given application questions while

studying were later more likely to be able to apply the presented concepts

when given new examples. Similarly Felker and Dapra (1975) had found that

students given comprehension questions while reading were later more able

to solve problems by using the presented concepts and principles. The results

of the present studies raise serious questions about the generality of those

findings.

In the present three experiments subjects were presented with either low

level factual questions or higher level application questions while reading

a passage. Considering only new applicatiOn questions, in the first experiment

only the subjects getting factual questions before the relevant text performed signi-

ficantly better than the subjects in the other groups. In Experiment 2 no'

significant differences in the subjects ability to apply the presented con-

cepts were found. In Experiment 3 subjects given,either name or application

16
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quettionsbefore the relevant portiens of the*passage were.better able to

apply the presented concepts.

These results are diffiCult to understand and interpret. The effect

of type of question had been interpreted is a level of processing effect.

It mai believed that subjects, given a higher level question processed the

. presented'information to a deeper semantic level than subjects given a low

level question. A/deeper level of/processing leads to a representation

in memory that pe'mits application of the concept. The present results

raise questions4boUt/this interpretation and suggest that the relationship

lietween,questiOn level and depth of processing may be moderated by other

variables.
/

One possible such variable is question difticulty. It makes sense that

. an adjunct question will notAaye a benefiCial
effect on processing and later

application Unless the subject is able to carry out the processing necessary

to answer the adjunct question. If the subject is unable to carry out the

necessary processing, it'is unlikely that a higher order question will

facilitate performance. Higher-order questions- are often more difficult

than lower order factual questions, this proved true in the Watts and Ander-

son (1971) study and the present experiments. (Felker and Dapra do not

report, performance on the adjunct questions.) Unfortunately, performance

on the adjunct application questions appeared to be worse in the present

studies than in the Watts and.Anderson st In the present Experiment

performance on those questions rang m 54% in Experiment2to.43% in Experi-

ment 3 (the data were not available in Experiment 1). In Watts and Anderson

performance on the adjunct application questions was about 70%. It may be

that there is a floor, above which performance must rise if adjunctsapplica-
i

tion questions are to have a facilitative effect. In Watts and Anderson,

performance May have been above the floor; in the present experiments it may

have been below the floor.

17
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One mechanism that'might produce sucha floor, is the effect of the

adjunct questions on studentanxietk. When subjects find the adjunct ques-
4'

tions difficult, their anxiety level may-be raised to,a high level. It is

known that high levels,of anxiety uSually4reduce performance on complex

tasks (Anderson andFaust, 1973). Since the new application questions on

4the posttest represent fairly compex otasks the performance of subjects n

.et

these items may have been reduced by the anxiety aroused,, by the difficult

adjunct questions. If subjects find the adjunct questions challenging, but

not overly difficult, as in the Watts'-and Anderson study, a moderate level

of anxiety may have been aroused. ,,Mbderate levels anxiety facilitate

performance on complex tasks. Obviously this explanation is speculative,

1 but it does suggest tqat the relationships of anxietyto types of adjunct

questions should be investigated in,future research.

A second possible explanation for the divergent results in the Watts

and Anderson and the present results might have been based upon the time

subjects took to read the passages. If the typical reading time varied

substantially between the studies, then the differences could be attributed

to that variable. Unfortunately while there were differences in reading

rate between Watts and' Anderson and the present studies, these differenc

were not consistent across experiments 2 and 3. In Watts and Anderson

reading time averaged about 2.1 minutes per passag ; in Experiment 2 the mea

was about 1.8 minutes per passage, while in Ekperi ent 3 it was about 5.0

minutes per passage.

Watts and Anderson (1971) had failed to find any significant differences

in average reading tile per passage. There were differences in the present/ .

study.. In Experiment 2 there was a tendency for subjects given adjunct

application questions to take longer to read the passages, Name Questions 4

1.75 min.; Application Questions-= 1.93 min., F(1,144) = 2.900, iv .09. Tr

tendency was confirmed in Experiment 3, F(1,75) = 7.866, p <.01. Name .

18
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)

I

Questions ss,5.3 min.;" App icationiQiiestion * 6.7.min. Position of Queition

also hid an effect on reading time in Experiment 3 , , F(2 75/ = 3.214, p< .05,
y ,

Questions Before's' 5.15 mini; Questions After ='6.75 min., Questions Before

(
arvd,1,,After = 6.10 min. ese results areconsIstent with the anxiety nterpre -

li .

\ tation.aoffered above./ If the subjects in the present study found the applica-
:

i

tion questions more difficult and thUs were more anxious (relative to the

subjects wAQ wirigivenfriameQuestions) than Watts and Anderson's subjects,

it makes, sALse that the.preient application question subjects would spend
.

,

more time completing the task, than had Watts and Andersons subjects.

A final possibility is more speculative, but is still consistent with

available data. Watts and Anderson's data were collected in 1970; thepresent

data in 1976. Data from avarietx of sources such as the Educational Testing

Service, and National Assessment of Educational Progress.have indicated a
/ 4 -.

decline in reqing abilities over the latt several years.' It 'Maybe thtt

this decline in)reading ability has influenced the present results. Differ
/

ences in reading ability can be at least partially understood as due to

' differences in the strategies subjects use comprehending material they, read.

It may be that the strategies' hat subjects habitually use while reading
.1.

have changed in such a way as to change the way in which questions influence

their performance. One way to assess this possibility would be to attain

extensive descriptions of the reading abilities of a group of students and

'then use these students as subjects in a study of question level effects.

The major import of the present results is that they suggest that the

effects of question level are more complex: than had previously been supposed.

Previous theoretical models are not adequate to account for the present re-

,

suilps. Both new models andmore research will be necessary to produce such
4

an adequate account.
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Table 1

Mean, Recall of Each Item Type for Each Condition in Experiment 1

Condition:

Question Type

and Position

Name Factual Definition

Application -QA 3.8 , 5.3 6.7

Application-QB 3.3 5.6 5.6

Application-QBA 2.9 5.7 6,0

Name-QA 4.9 5.9 6.1

Name-QB 4.3 6.7 6.7

Name-QBA 3.9 5.9 6.1

Type of POsttest Question

New Application ( New Application

Term-to-Example Example-to-Term Example Application

Repiated Repeated

6.1

5.6

6.3

5.8

3.1

6.1

QA=question after, QB=questions before, QBA=questions before and after

22

7,.1

7.1

8.4

7.8
)

5.4

i

4.6

k

6.7 7,4 4.8

7.2 8.1 4.8

/.8 8.9 5.2

7.4 7.9 4.9



Table 2

Mean Recall of Each Item Type for each Condition in Experiment 2

Condition:

Question Type

and Position

Application-QA

Application-QB

Application-QBA

Name-QA

Name-QB

Name-QBA

0

Type of Posttest Question

Short. Answer

#

6.3

6,5

5.4

6.4

5.0

t

6,0

Name

,

3.0

3.0

2.7

2.9

3.4

3.4

Factual

No

3.0

2.9

2.6

3.1

2.4

2.9

I,

Definition New Applicition New Application

Term-to-Eitple Example -to -Term

3.3 3.0 4,1

3.1 3.1 3.9

3,2 3.1 3,8

3.0 3.4 3.7
i.r

2.7 -1.9 3.4

.)

3.0 3,1 47

Repeated Repeated

Example Application

4.3 2.7

4.0 2,4

4.1 2.6

i

4.2 2.4

4.2 2.6 '

.4.0 2,3

QA=questions after, QB=questions before, QBA= questions before and after



Table .3

Mean Recall of Each Item Typifor Each Condition in Experiment 3

Condition: 0 T e of PosttestiQuestion

DefinitionQuestion Type

and Position

Short Answer

Application

Application-QA 2.3

Application-QB 1.9

Application-QBA 1.3

Name-QA 2.1

Name-QB 2.0

Name-QBA 1.9

Short Answer

Repeated Example

Factual New Application
Terivto.Example

1.7

1.5

1.3

1.7

2.0

1.8

1.9

1.8

2.0

1.8

1.8 t.

1.8

1.6

1.7

3.5

4.2

3.0

4.9

1.5 1.6 4.7

1.8 1.4 4.3

0= questions after, QB=questions before, QBA=questions before and after


